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One paper Question and Importance

Question

Barjamovic, G., Chaney, T., Coşar, K., & Hortaçsu, A. (2019). Trade, mer-
chants, and the lost cities of the bronze age. The Quarterly Journal of Eco-
nomics, 134(3), 1455-1503.

Broad question: can a structural gravity model be used to recover the locations
of points in a trade network whose coordinates are unknown?

Narrow question(s):

Where are 10 lost cities reported in the commercial records of Assyrian mer-
chants operating in the territory of modern Turkey, almost 4,000 years ago?
Did cities locate at where topography would predict that transportation routes
should intersect?
How persistent is the distribution of city sizes over four millennia?

Importance:

The paper does not make an explicit “this is important because...” statement,
but my best guesses are...
Equipoise: The locations of these lost cities are indeed unknown.
Method: The structural gravity model gives different predictions of city size
and location than a naive gravity model. Structural predictions are closer to
historians’ estimates and better correlate with modern city sizes.
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One paper Contribution

Contribution: Second half of introduction

“Our first contribution is to extract systematic information on commercial
linkages between cities from ancient texts.”

They do this by transcribing ancient cuneiform texts into the Latin alphabet
and identifying records mentioning trade between cities.

“Our second contribution is to estimate a structural gravity model of ancient
trade.”

They use a version of the of the Eaton and Kortum (2002) gravity model of
trade that requires only bilateral trade flows and locations of some cities. They
find a (surprisingly modern) distance elasticity of 1.9.
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One paper Contribution

Sample Tablet
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One paper Contribution

Sample Translation

From Durhumit until Kanes I incurred expenses of 5 minas of refined
(copper), I spent 3 minas of copper until Wahsusana, I acquired and
spent small wares for a value of 4 shekels of silver. (Tablet AKT 8/145,
lines 24–29)
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One paper Contribution

Contribution: Second half of introduction

“Our third contribution is to use the structural gravity model to estimate the
geographic location of lost cities.”

In contrast to historians and archaeologists, who use qualitative descriptions,
BCCH treat these as parameters to be estimated. Their estimates are often
close to existing conjectures.

“Our fourth contribution is to propose an explanation for the size distribution
of ancient cities.”

They first estimate city sizes, and then show a) that “natural” city sizes (those
expected in autarchy) predict these, b) that (relative) city sizes are persistent,
and c) that Zipf’s law describes the ancient data.
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One paper Contribution

Contribution: Related literature

1 To the literature on the gravity model: the earliest estimate in the literature,
which yields a distance elasticity of trade close to modern estimates.

2 To the literature on multidimensional scaling: use of an explicit structural
economic model, which yields estimates not only of locations, but also of city
sizes, the distance elasticity of trade, and standard errors.

3 To the literature on the determinants of city size: demonstrating the impor-
tance of centrality in the transportation network, as shaped by topography.
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One paper Identification

Identification? Let’s start with data

This isn’t a reduced-form, identification strategy paper... so let’s work back-
wards. What are the data they have to put through the structural model?

These mention 79 “cities,” but they restrict the analysis to 25 in Anatolian
Turkey.

2,806 tablets mention at least two city names.

198 of these mention cargo or merchant itineraries.

There are 227 itineraries in these tables, corresponding to 391 directed pairwise
travels.

Only 114 of 600 possible city pairs trade.

15 of 25 cities have known locations.

So: it is these counts of travels that they will feed into the model.
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One paper Identification

What the data look like
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One paper Identification

Model

Based on Eaton, Kortum, and Sotelo (2012) and Eaton and Kortum (2002).

K known cities, L lost cities.

Finite number of commodities indexed by ω.

Delivering one unit of a good from city i to city j requires shipping τij ≥ 1
units.

Arbitrage opportunities exist if τijci (ω) < τjjcj(ω).

ci (ω) is the cost of good ω in city i . Define cij(ω) = τijci (ω) to simplify
notation.

Standard Weibull assumption:

Pr[ci (ω) ≤ c] = 1− exp(−Tiw
−θ
i cθ)

wi : A cost shifter for sourcing goods from i . In the general equilibrium version
of the model, this is basically the wage.
Ti : Efficiency of sourcing goods from i .
θ: Inverse measure of cost dispersions.
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One paper Identification

Estimating equations

Probability a shipment to j comes from i :

Pr[cij(ω) ≤ min
k
{ckj(ω)}] =

Ti (τijwi )
−θ∑

k Tk(τkjwk)−θ

Probability, conditional on not being sourced locally, good ω in city j is sourced
from city i :

Ti (τijwi )
−θ∑

k ̸=j Tk(τkjwk)−θ

Probability, conditional on not being sourced locally or from a lost city, good
ω in city j is sourced from city i :

Ti (τijwi )
−θ∑

k∈Ψ Tk(τkjwk)−θ

Here, Ψ is the set of all known cities other than j (they use slightly different
notation).

These three equations can be taken to data knowing only shipment counts,
without knowing values.
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One paper Identification

Steps in the estimation

1 Parameterize trade costs so they depend only on distance. Estimate the dis-
tance elasticity of trade using known cities.

2 Estimate city sizes and locations of lost cities using the estimated trade cost
function.

3 Solve a full general equilibrium model to estimate “fundamental” city sizes.
i.e. those that would obtain in autarchy.
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One paper Identification

Trade costs

Parametric form:

τ−θ
ij = µ× Distanceij(φi , λi , φj , λj)

−ξ

Here, µ is a scaling factor, while φi and λi are latitude and longitude of i .

ξ is the distance elasticity of trade.

Distance is measured using the Euclidean distance formula.

This is computationally feasible; it lets them take first order conditions with
respect to latitude and longitude.
This validates the use of topographical data later on.
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One paper Identification

Step 1: Distance elasticity of trade

Use pseudo-maximum likelihood to estimate:

E
[ Nij∑

k∈Ψ Nkj

]
= αiβjDistance

−ξ
ij

Nij is the number of trips from i to j in the data (I’m starting to abuse notation
heavily for simplicity).

αi = w−θ
i Ti .

βi =
µ∑

k∈Ψ w−θ
k Tk (τkj )−θ

.

Point? They can recover ξ using only fixed effects for i , j , and distances
between known cities.
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One paper Identification

Step 2: Locations

Trade flows including unknown cities:

E
[ Nij∑

k ̸=j Nkj

]
=

αiDistance
−ξ
ij∑

k ̸=j αkDistance
−ξ
kj

So, use nonlinear least squares to estimate:

β = argmin
∑
j

∑
i ̸=j

( Nij∑
k ̸=j Nkj

−
αiDistance

−ξ
ij∑

k ̸=j αkDistance
−ξ
kj

)2
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One paper Identification

Step 3: City Sizes

Use three additional assumptions to solve a general equilibrium version of the
model:

Assume away randomness due to the finite number of shipments.
Assume perfect competition, so that equilibrium price is the lowest cost among
all possible sources.
Assume trade balance: spending equals amount paid to factors (wiPopi ).

Then “fundamental” city size (counterfactual size under autarchy) is:

Sizei ≡
w a
i Popi

PriceIndexai
∝ PopiT

1
θ

i ∝ α̂i
1+ 1

θ

∑
k

ˆDistanceki
−ξ

α̂k

Point? They can recover (relative) city sizes in a counterfactual state of
autarchy using only observable trade data.

They set the size of Kanes to 100; all other sizes are relative.
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One paper Identification

Results: City Locations
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One paper Identification

Results: City Locations with Confidence Intervals
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One paper Identification

Results: Parameter Estimates 1
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One paper Identification

Results: Parameter Estimates 2
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One paper Mechanisms

Mechanisms

This really isn’t that sort of a paper. Are mechanisms in structural work
testable?
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One paper Threats

Threats

While these aren’t phrased as “threats” in the paper, BCCH do three validation
exercises.

If it is assumed merchants did not deviate too much from an optimal path,
and that caravans needed to make frequent stops to rest and resupply, then
“admissible regions” can be constructed for lost cities. The gravity estimates
all lie within these regions.
They pretend the locations of known cities are unknown. The model does a
good job of recovering their true locations.
They use the model to compute probabilities that archaeological sites thought
of as candidates for the lost cities are the true sites for those cities. In some
cases, the model supports the choice of one site over another.
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One paper Additional results

Additional results

I have already made way too many slides, so let me summarize these superfi-
cially... BCCH show that:

Fundamental city sizes are predicted by a) Roman Roads, and b) natural roads.
Dropping Ankara, relative city size is persistent.
Zipf’s law holds in the Bronze age.
A non-structural gravity model gives very different estimates for city locations.
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One paper Additional results

Natural Roads
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One paper Additional results

Correlates of Fundamental City Size
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One paper Additional results

Persistence
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One paper Additional results

Zipf’s Law
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Bakker et al.
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Heblich et al.
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Jedwab and Vollrath
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Michaels and Rauch
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Davis and Weinstein
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Nunn and Qian
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Johnson and Koyama
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Bleakley and Lin
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